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Red Merry Little Christmas Main

Black Merry Little Christmas Trees

Cream Merry Little Christmas Candy

Red Merry Little Christmas Writing

Cream Merry Little Christmas Plaid

Cream Merry Little Christmas Berries

Black Texture

Black Swiss Cot

Red Kisses

Color Basic
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A Merry Little Christmas Panel

Have yourself a
merry little christmas

A Merry Little Christmas Hexi Print
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Cream Merry Little Christmas Hexie Print

Scaled to 18% | Actual Size is 36" x 43 1/2"
Merry Little Christmas Apron Panels

Cream Apron Panel  Scaled to 14% | Actual Size is 36" x 43 1/2"
Black Apron Panel  Scaled to 14% | Actual Size is 36" x 43 1/2"

Merry Little Christmas Tree Skirt Panel

Cream Tree Skirt Panel  Scaled to 14% | Actual Size is 54" x 54"
A Merry Little Christmas
by Sandy Gervais

Quilt Size 76” x 76”

Fabric Requirements

1- P9648 Merry Little Christmas Cream Panel
1 1/4 Yards C9643 Green Writing
1 5/8 Yards C9644 Red Plaid
1 5/8 Yards C9644 Cream Plaid (Includes Binding)
2 1/4 Yards C610 Cream Texture
1 1/4 Yards C9645 Cream Berries

Pre-order the
A Merry Little Christmas
Quilt Pattern
Among the Pines by Sandy Gervais

Fabric Requirements

4 7/8 Yards C9641 Green Trees (includes Backing, and Binding)
1/4 Yard C9642 Green Candy
1/4 Yard C9643 Green Writing
1/8 Yard C9643 Cream Writing
1/8 Yard C9643 Red Writing
1/4 Yard C9644 Green Plaid
1/8 Yard C9644 Red Plaid
1/8 Yard C9644 Cream Plaid
1/4 Yard C9645 Green Berries
1/3 Yard C610 Black Texture
2 1/4 Yards C610 Cream Texture

On the Square by Sandy Gervais

Fabric Requirements

1/4 Yard C9641 Green Trees
1/4 Yard C9642 Green Candy
1 3/8 Yards C9642 Red Candy (Includes Binding)
1 1/8 Yards C9644 Green Plaid
1/4 Yard C9644 Red Plaid
1/4 Yard C9644 Cream Plaid
1/3 Yard C9645 Green Berries
1/4 Yard C9645 Black Berries
1/4 Yard C610 Red Texture
1/4 Yard C610 Black Texture
1 7/8 Yards C610 Cream Texture
1/4 Yard C9641 Black Trees
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Christmas Sampler by Sandy Gervais

Fabric Requirements
1/8 Yard C9640 Red Main
1/4 Yard C9641 Green Trees
1/4 Yard C9642 Green Candy
1/4 Yard C9642 Red Candy
1/4 Yard C9643 Green Writing
1/4 Yard C9643 Red Writing
1/8 Yard C9644 Green Plaid
1/8 Yard C9644 Cream Plaid
1/4 Yard C9644 Red Plaid
1/8 Yard C9645 Green Berries
2 Yards C610 Cream Texture or Black Texture
1/8 Yard C610 Gold Texture
1/8 Yard C610 Turtle Texture
1/8 Yard C610 Red Texture (Includes Binding)

Wreath and Bulbs Quilts by Sandy Gervais

Fabric Requirements
1 5/8 Yards C610 Black Texture (Binding Included)
2 2/3 Yards C610 Turtle Texture
1/4 Yard C610 Red Texture
3 5/8 Yards C610 Cream Texture

Can you believe that these two quilts are made using the same quilt block?! Depending on how many connector squares you use, the rotation of the block and whether you use sashing or not, you can create a plethora of quilt layout designs from just one Chain Reaction quilt block! Watch for more fun to come from Sandy Gervais and Riley Blake Designs in 2020 as they take you on a journey with the new Texture Basic and the Chain Reaction quilt block.
About the Line

Christmas time is all about spending time with family and friends. Merry Little Christmas by Sandy Gervais is all about the celebration of this special time of year. With delicate details, beautiful script print, and wintertime friends this line is sure to warm your heart. Come celebrate Sandy’s first Christmas line with Riley Blake Designs, it is time to celebrate this season!